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Author's response to reviews:

Dave Ozonoff
Editor, Environmental Health
Oslo, 16.02.2008

Dear Dr. Ozonoff.

Thank you for the good news we received from you, that you would be willing to publish our manuscript: A comparison of self reported air pollution problems and GIS-modeled levels of air pollution in people with and without chronic diseases.

It was indeed a nice e-mail to receive on a Friday night here in Norway! Thank you. We have made all the changes that you required:

Remove indications in text to `insert¿ tables as they will appear after the text.
In tables, ensure cell lines display as black lines.
Table titles should be a maximum of 15 words, a concise detailed legend may follow.
In final draft, remove red font.
Though not listed as required, when citing references in the text, authors can include all numbers in brackets [17, 22, 23, 24] rather than [17][22][23][24].

We hope the publisher will be satisfied with the changes that we have made, and look forward to see our manuscript published in Environmental Health.

Kind regards,

Fredrik Niclas Piro, on behalf of all the authors.